35. COURAGE.
The word courage has its origin in the French ‘le couer’ which means heart action.

"The intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the rational mind is a faithful
servant. We have created a society that honours the servant and has
forgotten the gift.”
Albert Einstein
The more deeply embedded someone is in the system the more they rely on the
information the system produces.
Our Western systems are heavily left brain, linear, sequential. In medicine and
agriculture the dominant mindset is fragmented.“Find the bug. Hunt and kill it.”
Traditional Eastern thought is inclusive. Everything has a place. Detox. Nourish.
Foster helpful relationships. Rebalance. Give thanks.
A young tree may be tied to a stake for support until it is strong enough to stand
alone in it’s sovereignity. In a similar way many humans are ready to have the stake
of the outer world’s beliefs questioned and perhaps removed. They have evolved
internal strength and reliable inner guidance through being Attuned to the Infinite.
This is of greater value than the limited rational mind and mass mind beliefs.
Individuals are working out for themselves their own relationship to human
existence. Co-creative innovation and self-transformation in a spiritual response to
life enables a more authentic experience of the numinous, and a larger, more
inclusive sense of God in all things.

Humanity’s global mindset is characterised by:
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An appreciation of the constant change of reality and knowledge.
Value of concrete experience c/f abstract principles.
Many viewpoints are valued.
Recognition that human knowledge is relative, fallible, ambiguous and Pluralistic.
All human understanding is interpretation.
Endless reinvention is part of the process.
There are no absolutes, only learnings.
Reality is an unfolding process moulded by actions, beliefs and your company.
Each person is always transforming reality as well as being transformed by reality.
Language shapes the perception of reality as much as reality shapes language.
Reality is in some sense a construction of the human mind.
The human capacity for concept and symbol is necessary for understanding and
the conscious co-creation of a more beautiful world.
.* Reality is multiple, local, temporal & without demonstrable foundation.
* Everything can change at any time.
You are made of the Universe. Trillions of bits of consciousness are pouring
through you awaiting your interpretation

Go easy. Drink water. Love yourself.

